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TRANQUIL, NEUTRAL HARMONY
As seasons change, we find ourselves wrapped in the tranquility of autumn's 
neutrals, a transition into winter's majestic whites and caramels, and celebratory 
metallics of the coming festivities. Equinox is the culmination of all these senses 
crossing the celestial equator of change.

Calm, comfortable and chic. Create a sanctuary of mixed metals, textured 
neutrals, graceful cobalt and rustic hues, intertwined with geometrics and 
subtle abstract patterns, sure to compliment your design aesthetic. Equinox 
will catch the autumn light and dance with soft gentle curves, boastful prints 
and artisanal jacquards. Our selected duvets will warm not only your heart, but 
your sense of space, finishing with an understated elegantly curated collection 
of luxurious throws and cushions.

From loom to your home, Equinox brings an element of serenity and sophistication 
this season that radiates warmth and energy. Dive into bed and let timeless 
design inspire you.



Vesper Ebony styled with Capri Suede pillowcases and sheets, Capri Stone Euro shams and cushion covers, 
 Zora Champagne bedskirt, and a Divina Mist throw.

V E S P E R
JACQUARD

Imagine an evening star when the equinox is at its 
zenith, bringing its starry and deep hues to the bed, 
Vesper invokes a chic understated energy into your 
evenings. A beautiful spray of unstructured flair on an 
exquisitely woven jacquard, Vesper fits your tastes in 
3 dramatic colourways of Midnight, Ebony and Ivory.

100% Supima extra-long staple cotton
2-ply 340 thread count, 600 strand count

Fabric from Italy
Sewn in Canada

Machine washable

FINISHINGS
Duvet Cover

2" flange with a back button band

Shams

knife edge with a seam zipper

COORDINATING SOLIDS
Ivory / Capri Sand

Ebony / Capri Suede
Midnight / Capri Stone

COLOURWAYS

IVORY EBONY MIDNIGHT



S C A L A
MATEL ASSÉ

A versatile elegant coverlet that perfectly complements 
any bedroom. Scala sparkles with geometric precision 
creating an understated dazzling visual effect, true to 
its name. This luxuriously soft sateen matelassé has 
a contemporary and tactile simplicity that defines 
minimalistic elegance. Made from exceptionally 
soft 100% Egyptian Giza cotton, Scala will bring 
sophistication to the bedroom with ease.

100% Giza long staple cotton
Fabric from Italy
Sewn in Canada

Machine Washable

FINISHINGS
Coverlet

2" self hem with square mitered corners

Shams

knife edge with a seam zipper

Scala styled with Vista Terra duvet cover and shams, and Capri Taupe pillowcases and cushion cover.



Arras styled with Capri Sable pillowcases, Capri Platinum Euro Shams and cushion covers, and an Alfie Cedar throw.

A R R A S
PRINTED SATEEN

Tapestries and textures. Arras re-imagines tradition 
with contemporary elements. Bring in elegant earthy 
shades of the season, brimming with charming exotic 
detail, with this exquisitely printed sateen from Italy. 
This intricate design blends with an array of solids to 
match your mood and style.

100% long staple cotton
300 thread count
Fabric from Italy
Sewn in Canada

Machine washable

FINISHINGS
Duvet Cover and Shams

knife edge with a seam zipper
1/8" self piped

COORDINATING SOLIDS
Capri Sable or Capri Platinum



C A P R I
SATEEN

The arrival of cooler temperatures is the perfect time 
to indulge in the exquisite comfort of Capri Sateen 
sheets, wrapping you in buttery softness and keeping 
you perfectly warm throughout the changing seasons. 
Inspired from the colorful Italian island, choose from 
an impressive range of 90 colorways to pair with any 
bed style and create a cozy retreat.

100% Egyptian long staple cotton
300 thread count
Fabric from Italy
Sewn in Canada

Machine washable

FINISHINGS
Duvet Cover (as shown)

Capri Duo - Sable and Platinum
1" flange with a hidden zipper

Flat Sheet and Shams (as shown)

Capri Double - Platinum with Honey Satin Stitch

COORDINATING SOLIDS
Capri Platinum and Capri Sable

Capri Duo in Sable and Platinum styled with Capri Sable pillowcases and Euro shams, Capri Double shams in Platinum 
with Honey Satin Stitch, and a Freya Pearl throw.



MYSTR AL
JACQUARD

Evoking the bare minimalism of serene landscapes, 
Mystral feels like an organic movement of linear 
energy, just like the northerly winds it derives its name 
from. Drape your bed in this sleek contemporary 
matte jacquard which blends nature's neutrals —
wheat, ivory, caramels, and grays. Available in Frost 
and Sand colourways.

72% long staple cotton / 28% linen
Fabric from Italy
Sewn in Canada

Machine washable

FINISHINGS
Duvet Cover

1" flange with a hidden zipper

Shams

1" flange with a horizontal hidden zipper

COORDINATING SOLIDS
Frost / Capri Grey
Sand / Capri Tan

COLOURWAYS

FROST SAND
Mystral Frost styled with Biancha Pebble pillowcases, sheets and cushion cover, Scala bedskirt, and a Freya Mist throw.



DUVETS, P ILLOWS & MORE



E U RO  T W I N
A PERSONAL DUVET

In colder months, the tug-o-war in a shared bed 
is inevitable. We were inspired by Scandinavian 
sleepers, who realized that sleep is non-negotiable 
and two individual duvets result in better sound sleep. 
With this in mind, we developed our Euro Twin size 
ensuring nothing (or no one) gets in between you 
and your snug and cozy slumber. 

54" X 94"
Available in your favorite St. Genève fill:

Eiderdown
James Bay
Embassy
Salzburg
Ziegler
Lajord
Estate

Laroche
Piatra

Euro Twin duvets in classic (right) and summer (left) weights styled with Arras duvet covers backed in Capri Platinum,  
Capri Sable fitted sheet and pillowcases, Capri Duo Euro shams and cushion covers in Platinum and Sable, and a Freya Mist throw.



A B S O LU T E
PILLOW PROTECTOR

With the onset of a beautiful new season, we safeguard 
all aspects of a comfortable sleep while designing 
our new collection. We developed ABSOLUTE after 
extensive research, solving the discomfort caused 
by air trapped in waterproof fabric. Our ABSOLUTE 
Pillow Protector is cleverly designed with a waterproof 
surface combined with allergen & dust mite-proof air 
flow panels at the ends.

Made from European fabric with strictly regulated 
non-toxic processes.

Waterproof†  
Bed Bug Proof | Dust Mite Proof

Hypoallergenic
European sourced Cotton PU‡

†Breathable ends are not waterproof.
‡Neotherm® is a proprietary polyurethane used on the 
front & back.



P I AT R A  F I R M     
10 0% MERINO WOOL PILLOW

Welcome to Wool. Crafted in Europe, our wonderful 
pillow contains the highest grade of 100% virgin 
Merino wool. The natural 3D structure of wool keeps 
the fill in place and is perfect for sleepers wanting a 
stable, supportive pillow. The many overlapping layers 
of finely carded wool provide superb breathability, 
moisture and temperature regulation, keeping you 
comfortable and making Piatra an all-season winner.

100% pure Merino wool 
Made for St. Genève in Europe

SPECIFICATIONS
Pillow

Queen and King
Firm weight - best for side & back sleepers

Soft-medium weight - best for stomach sleepers & those 
of smaller stature



SA L Z B U RG     
"THE WHITE EIDERDOWN"

Indulge in winter luxury with our meticulously hand-
sorted Salzburg down. With the largest down clusters, 
it is incredibly soft and lightweight. Its Eider-like  
clinging properties guarantee warmth. Covered in 
a luxurious cotton jacquard ticking, Salzburg down 
will last for generations. Elevate your comfort and 
style by draping the Salzburg duvet in your favorite 
Equinox selection. 

800 loft Polish white goose down 
380 thread count cotton sateen jacquard cover

SPECIFICATIONS
Duvet

Euro Twin, Twin, Queen, King and Super King
Ultralight, Summer, Classic and Winter weights

Pillows

Regular, Standard, Queen, King and Euro
Soft, Medium and Firm fills

Salzburg duvet and pillows



THROWS



R E N ATA
CASHMERE JACQUARD

Renata explores the union of neutral tones packing 
in the essence of the Renaissance. This soft and 
luxurious cashmere & extra-fine Merino wool blend 
showcases textile craftsmanship with its old world 
charm. A tribute to traditional tapestry, this jacquard 
explores the mixing of neutral tones making it an 
ideal companion to a variety of sophisticated palettes 
from beiges to creams to taupes to grays. A little 
piece of St. Genève's functional art...reminiscing the 
Renaissance. 

20% cashmere / 80% extra-fine Merino wool
Made in Lithuania for St. Genève

Dry clean only

FINISHINGS
3" fringe finish



Z U R I
BABY ALPACA THROW

Beautiful Zuri adds a splash of rejuvenation to our 
collection with unpredictable Aquamarine and Onyx 
that delight the senses and warm the soul.

It is intricately woven in the herringbone pattern, 
dating back to the Roman-era, transporting effortless 
style and sophisticated elegance to any room. Made 
of sustainably sourced 100% baby alpaca wool and 
finished with a gentle eyelash fringe, Zuri will keep 
you warm and restful through the winter chill.

100% baby alpaca | GOTS certified organic
Made in Peru for St. Genève

Dry clean only

FINISHINGS
1" eyelash fringe finish

COLOURWAYS

ONYX AQUAMARINE



A L F I E
BABY ALPACA THROW

Our plush alpaca collection offers supreme softness, 
exquisite drape, and a natural lustre that will last for 
years to come. The most sought after textile comes 
sustainably sourced from Peru. The variety of colours 
ensure Alfie fits into any room blending with your 
style.  

100% baby alpaca | GOTS certified organic 
Made in Peru for St. Genève

Dry clean only

FINISHINGS
3" fringe finish

COLOURWAYS

new!
new!

new!
new!

MIST MAGENTA CREAM

ESPRESSO SUEDE

CAMEL BLUE AGATE TEAL CEDAR



D I V I N A
SUMPTUOUS SILK VELVET

Let your rooms shine this season with the dreamy and 
decadent addition of Divina to any room. We have 
introduced three new colours. Lightweight velvet in 
10 luscious colours provides that touch of opulence 
for elevated styling. Throws and shawls are double-
sided for extra luxury, softness, and comfort. 

18% silk / 82% viscose
Imported fabric | Sewn in Canada

Dry clean only

AVAIL ABLE
Cushions and Throws

COLOURWAYS

PEARL

MAPLE SUGAR

ECLIPSE

MIST

AMBER

CELADON

SHADOW

SAPPHIRE

PEACOCK

ROSE QUARTZ

new!
new!

new!



F R E YA
CASHMERE MERINO THROW

Add an element of luxury with Freya. This cashmere 
blended throw features a minute herringbone pattern. 
With elegant colours, Freya is the perfect throw for 
everyday luxury, adding its enchanting charm to any 
room it resides in. 

75% superfine Merino wool /  25% cashmere
Made in Lithuania for St. Genève

Dry clean only

FINISHINGS
4" fringe finish

MIST PEARL

MARINE SKY BLUE CHARCOAL SUEDE

COLOURWAYS

new!
new!
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